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Abstract
The digital currency Bitcoin has had remarkable growth since it was first proposed
in 2008. Its distributed nature allows currency transactions without a central
authority by using cryptographic methods and a data structure called the blockchain.
In this paper we use the no-cloning theorem of quantum mechanics to introduce
Quantum Bitcoin, a Bitcoin-like currency that runs on a quantum computer. We
show that our construction of quantum shards and two blockchains allows untrusted
peers to mint quantum money without risking the integrity of the currency. The
Quantum Bitcoin protocol has several advantages over classical Bitcoin, including
immediate local verification of transactions. This is a major improvement since we
no longer need the computationally intensive and time-consuming method Bitcoin
uses to record all transactions in the blockchain. Instead, Quantum Bitcoin only
records newly minted currency which drastically reduces the footprint and increases
efficiency. We present formal security proofs for counterfeiting resistance and show
that a quantum bitcoin can be re-used a large number of times before wearing out
- just like ordinary coins and banknotes. Quantum Bitcoin is the first distributed
quantum money system and we show that the lack of a paper trail implies full
anonymity for the users. In addition, there are no transaction fees and the system
can scale to any transaction volume.
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The digital currency Bitcoin was a revolutionary concept when it was published in
2008 [1]. It challenged our conceptions of how what actually constitutes a currency as
it needs no central authority to function. Instead, Bitcoin transactions are verified by
a distributed voting process where participants, “miners”, spend computing power to
participate. Central to the Bitcoin protocol is the blockchain, a data structure that
enforces consensus across a network.
Classical information can be copied at will. On the other hand, a currency unit of
currency must not be copied or the system will fail to work. In Bitcoin, this is called
double-spending, and a large part of the complexity of the Bitcoin protocol is used to
prevent it. Bitcoin exist only as transactions that are added to the end of the blockchain,
and a user can compute his or her account balance by summing over all transaction to
and from the account.
Double-spending is prevented in Bitcoin by waiting for confirmation by third parties,
called miners. These verify the correctness of the transaction details and ensure that
no double-spending occurs. In order to add this new transaction to the blockchain,
however, they must compete with other miners to add their confirmation to the end
of the blockchain. This competition is called a proof-of-work puzzle, where they spend
computing power to receive a reward. Even though miners are untrusted, this expenditure
of energy allows Bitcoin users to trust their confirmations.
However, this protocol comes with a cost. Transactions cannot be finalized immediately and instead, users have to wait roughly 60 minutes [2] before they are sure the
transaction was successful. In addition, the sheer size of the ever-growing blockchain
(approaching 70 GB as of April 2016) makes it increasingly difficult to store and manage.
Therefore we turn to quantum mechanics. Does quantum physics allow us to create
something that prevents double-spending on a more fundamental level? The answer is yes
in the form of the no-cloning theorem [3]. This is a peculiar result of quantum mechanics
which states that an unknown quantum state cannot be copied. In other words we could
use the no-cloning theorem as a copy-protection mechanism on which we then build a
currency.
As early as 1970, Wiesner [4] proposed a scheme for quantum cheques, where a bank
can create and verify unclonable money tokens. In Wiesner’s scheme, the bank prepares
a number of qubits in a secret basis. If a counterfeiter wants to create a copy, he or
she will not know the correct basis and must measure randomly, which creates errors in
both the original and copied cheque. With large probability, this cheque will not pass
the verification algorithm. Since Wiesner’s original idea, there have been a number of
developments into quantum money, including Bennett et al. [5], Lutomirski et al. [6],
Farhi et al. [7], and Aaronson and Christiano [8].
In our paper [9] we build a novel payment system: Quantum Bitcoin. In many ways
this is the ideal currency system as it has advantages over traditional currencies, Bitcoin
and previous quantum money proposals. Due to the no-cloning theorem, quantum bitcoin
are (almost) self-contained with no need for the complicated transaction list found in
classical Bitcoin. Instead, the no-cloning theorem prevents double-spending, and we give
a polynomial-time algorithm that verifies a quantum bitcoin without waiting for external
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confirmation.
The cornerstone of Quantum Bitcoin is the Hidden-Subspace Mini-Scheme introduced
by Aaronson and Christiano [8]. Here, the quantum Bitcoin states are on the form
1 X
|xi ,
|Ai = p
|A| x∈A

(1)

where A is a subspace of Fn2 . In our paper, Fn2 are bit strings of length n and the subspace
A is randomly generated from a set of n/2 secret generators.
Quantum Bitcoin are minted by generating these quantum states together with
a classical serial number s. In the mini-scheme, we can construct a polynomial-time
verification algorithm that takes this serial number and quantum state and either accepts
or rejects. New currency is generated by a minting process that resembles the classical
Bitcoin protocol, where peers spend computing power in an attempt to solve a proof-ofwork puzzle.
However, adopting the Bitcoin model straight away leads to something called the
reuse attack. Quantum Bitcoin are minted by first generating a random, secret “seed”
which is then used to generate the quantum bitcoin state using Equation (1). The seed
should be safely discarded after the quantum bitcoin can be generated, otherwise it
is possible to create new, counterfeit quantum bitcoin. However, we can not trust all
minters to really throw away the seed, so we have to assume the existence of dishonest
minters.
We prevent the reuse attack by a construction where we add a secondary blockchain to
the minting process. Assuming that a majority of the minters are honest and erase their
seeds, a minority of malicious minters will not be able to disrupt the system. The primary
blockchain now contains descriptors to “quantum shards”, which, when assembled in
the secondary blockchain, become quantum bitcoin. In this method, a quantum bitcoin
consists of many independently-generated shards, so that a majority of minters will have
to collude in order to perform a reuse attack.
In our paper we show that the double-blockchain construction can make the probability
of reuse attack exponentially small in the security parameters. We also show that
counterfeiting is computationally infeasible, i.e. it requires Ω(2n/4 ) oracle queries for a
security parameter n.
If we compare Quantum Bitcoin to traditional money and previous quantum money
proposals we note the following: Quantum Bitcoin requires no central point of authority,
so new currency can be minted without needing to trust the decisions of a central
bank. Instead, policies are enforced by transparent, verifiable algorithms according to a
predefined ruleset.
The interesting comparison, however, is the comparison to classical Bitcoin. Compared
to the 60-minute transaction times of Bitcoin, Quantum Bitcoin transactions finalize
immediately. No interactive network access is needed, except for the receiving party who
only needs read access to the blockchain. The blockchain only needs to be recent enough
to include the description of the quantum bitcoin being received. In addition, Quantum
Bitcoin transactions are free and has a much smaller blockchain.
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Another performance advantage is scalability. According to Garzik [10], Bitcoin as
originally proposed by Nakamoto [1] has an estimated global limit of seven transactions
per second. In comparison, the local transactions of Quantum Bitcoin implies that there
is no upper limit to the transaction rate. It should be noted, however, that the minting
rate is limited by the capacity of the Quantum Shard and Quantum Bitcoin blockchains.
By placing the performance restriction only in the minting procedure, the bottleneck
should be much less noticeable than if it were in the transaction rate as well.
Local transactions also mean anonymity, since only the sender and receiver are aware
of the transaction even occurring. No record, and therefore no paper trail, is created.
In essence, a Quantum Bitcoin transaction is similar to that of ordinary banknotes and
coins, except no central point of authority has to be trusted. Bitcoin, on the other hand,
records all transactions in the blockchain which allows anybody with a copy to trace
transaction flows, even well after the fact. This has been used by several authors [11–16]
to de-anonymize Bitcoin users.
To conclude, Quantum Bitcoin is a tangible application of quantum mechanics where
we construct the ideal distributed, publicly-verifiable payment system. The currency
works on its own without a central authority, and can begin to function as soon as it is
experimentally possible to prepare, store, measure and reconstruct quantum states with
low enough noise. The no-cloning theorem provides the foundation of copy-protection,
and the addition of a blockchain allows us to produce currency in a distributed and
democratic fashion. Quantum Bitcoin is the first example of a secure, distributed payment
system with local transactions and can provide the basis for a new paradigm for money,
just like Bitcoin did in 2008.
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